8o	DEMOCRACY IN FRANCE
27 Monarchist seats were lost to 23 Republicans and 4 Bona-
partists.1 This pull towards the Left was offset by the various
attempts at 'fusion5 between the rival Monarchist parties.
The Monarchists' weakness was the split between Legitimists
and Orleanists, each with their own candidate for the throne.
The Comte de Chambord was the grandson of Charles X and
the Comte de Paris was the grandson of Louis Philippe. The
chance of a Monarchist restoration depended primarily on a
fusion between the 'two branches of the lily', and such fusion
was by no means inconceivable. The Comte de Chambord had
no heirs, and was fifty-one in 1871, whereas the Comte de
Paris was only thirty-three. The obvious tactic was agreement
to get Chambord on the throne first, to be succeeded on his
death by Paris. Despite repeated attempts of the more moder-
ate Royalists to reach such an agreement during the years be-
tween 1871 and 18759 fusion was never achieved. The reasons
were partly the memory ^ on both sides, of the year 1830, when
Louis Philippe, entrusted with the baby Chambord by
Charles X on his abdication, proceeded to make himself king:
and partly the intransigence of Chambord himself.
The prospects seemed good in June 1871, when the National
Assembly abrogated the laws imposing exile on the Due
d'Aumale and the Due de Joinville, uncles of the Comte de
Paris: and a committee of twelve Monarchist deputies, six
from each party, was set up to serve as the 'Twelve Apostles' of
Monarchist unity.2 But each successive effort at fusion was
frustrated by the stiff-necked Chambord, who insisted upon ill-
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